In this paper we first establish a new variational characterisation of spherical designs: it is shown that a set X N = {x 1 , . . . ,
Introduction
A spherical L-design on the unit sphere S d ⊂ R d+1 is a finite set X N := {x 1 , . . . , x N } ⊂ S d with the property
where dω(x) denotes surface measure on
is the surface measure of the whole unit sphere S d , and P L = P L,d is the set of spherical polynomials on S d of degree ≤ L; that is, P L is the restriction to S d of the set of polynomials in R d+1 of total degree ≤ L.
The concept of a spherical design was introduced by Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel [6] in 1977. There the following lower bound on N was established: 
By now many particular spherical designs are known for smaller values of L; a useful summary of known spherical designs for the important case d = 2 is given by Hardin and Sloane in [8] . The question of the existence of spherical designs for all values of d and L was settled in the affirmative by Seymour and Zaslavsky in 1984, see [9] , but the non-constructive proof in that paper gives no information about the number of points N needed to construct a spherical L-design. In particular a major gap in our knowledge is that it is not known whether, for fixed d ≥ 2 and L → ∞, spherical L-designs exist with N of order (L + 1) d , which is the order of the lower bound (2) . For the case d = 2 there is persuasive numerical evidence [5] that spherical designs exist with N = (L + 1)
2 points, i.e. the numerical evidence gives strong support to the truth of the statement for d = 2.
In this paper we present and exploit a new variational characterisation of spherical designs: we show that a set X N := {x 1 , . . . , x N } ⊂ S d is a spherical L-design if and only if the quantity
takes the minimum possible value, namely 0. Here
and
. .} is a complete, orthonormal set of (real) spherical harmonics, with Y ℓ,k a spherical harmonic of degree ℓ, where the orthonormality is with respect to the L 2 inner product
Note that the normalisation is such that
It is also well known that the spherical harmonics satisfy the addition theorem
where x·y is the inner product in R d+1 , and P
We first show (in Theorem
This relatively elementary result is useful for the variational generation of spherical designs. A somewhat deeper result (see Theorem 5) is that a stationary set X N of A L,N is a spherical L-design provided that its "mesh norm" is sufficiently small.
The quantity cos −1 (x · y) is the geodesic distance between x and y ∈ S d , thus the mesh norm is the maximum distance of a point on the sphere from the nearest member of X N . Stated picturesquely, the mesh norm is the geodesic radius of the largest "hole" in the mesh.
The precise requirement on the mesh norm in Theorem 5 is that h X < 1/(L + 1): the theorem states that if X = X N is a finite point set on S d for which A L,N is stationary and
If A L,N (X N ) > 0 it may be useful to think of A L,N (X N ) as a measure of the extent to which X N differs from a spherical L-design. Theorem 6, which gives an explicit expression for the mean of A L,N over all choices of x 1 , . . . , x N , helps to set a scale by which the departure of X N from a spherical L-design may be measured. The meanĀ L,N is defined bȳ
Theorem 6 states thatĀ
In particular, if for fixed d we choose N to be of exactly the order of
After preliminaries in Section 2, the theorems are stated and proved in Section 3. Preliminary numerical calculations to exploit the theorems are presented in Section 4.
In the remainder of this section we discuss the implications of Theorem 5.
and let N d (L) denote the minimum number of such spherical caps needed to cover
whose geodesic distance from every point in X is greater than 1/(L+1). On the When q is large the latter possibility seems unlikely, but so far we have not been able to exclude it. If we could do so then we would have proved that spherical designs with qN d (L) points exist. The present paper may therefore be seen as a step towards proving the existence of spherical designs with a number of points of order (L + 1) d .
Preliminaries
It is well known (see for example [1] ) that there are many equivalent conditions for a set X = X N ⊂ S d to be a spherical L-design. Among these equivalent statements, one that plays a key role in the subsequent discussion is the following:
The necessity of the condition follows from the fact that if X N is a spherical
Sufficiency follows from the fact that an arbitrary p ∈ P L can be represented (uniquely) as
If (8) holds we therefore have
which is the condition for X N to be a spherical L-design.
Theorems
The first result of the paper is:
and X N is a spherical L-design if and only if
PROOF. It follows from (3) and (4) that
where
Thus A L,N (X N ) ≥ 0, while the upper bound in (9) follows from (5) and (6), since
and hence from (3)
We note in passing that the upper bound in the theorem is sharp, since it is achieved when
The second statement in the theorem now follows from (10) when we recall from Proposition 2 that X N is a spherical design if and only if
In the next theorem we need the notion of stationary points and stationary point sets.
* is the surface gradient of f (see Freeden et al. [7] , Section 1.2). Similarly, we say that
The next result is the key to proving the main result of the paper, Theorem 5 below.
Lemma 4 Let L ≥ 1, and suppose X N := {x 1 , . . . , x N } ⊂ S d is a stationary point set of A L,N . Then either X N is a spherical L-design, or there exists a non-constant polynomial p X N ∈ P L with a stationary point at each point x i ∈ X N , i = 1, . . . , N.
PROOF. For a general point set X
From (11) we have
Now suppose that X N is a stationary point set for A L,N . Then by definition the left-hand side of (13) vanishes for i = 1, . . . , N, and we see from (13) and (14) that either α ℓ,k (X N ) = 0 for all ℓ = 1, . . . , L, k = 1, . . . , M(d, ℓ) (in which case X N is a spherical design by Proposition 2, and p X N vanishes identically), or p X N is a non-constant polynomial in P L which has a stationary point at each x i ∈ X N .
We now state the main result.
Theorem 5 Let L ≥ 1, and suppose X N := {x 1 , . . . , x N } ⊂ S d is a stationary point set for A L,N for which the mesh norm satisfies
PROOF. Let X N be a point set satisfying the assumptions of the theorem. We assume that X N is not a spherical L-design and seek a contradiction. Because X N is a stationary point set of A L,N which is not a spherical design, it follows from Lemma 4 that there exists a non-constant polynomial p = p X N ∈ P L which has a stationary point at each point x i ∈ X N . Now define
where e 1 , . . . , e d+1 are the unit vectors in the direction of the (fixed) coordinate axes x 1 , . . . , x d+1 , and the dot indicates the inner product in R d+1 . By the stationary property of p, each q j for j = 1, . . . , d + 1 satisfies
And since p is non-constant at least one component of ∇ * p is not identically zero, from which it follows that at least one of q j , j = 1, . . . , d + 1, is not identically zero. Assume q = q j is not identically zero. It is known (see [7] , Chapter 12) that if p is a spherical harmonic of degree ℓ ≤ L with ℓ ≥ 1 then q = q j = e j · ∇ * p is a linear combination of spherical harmonics of degrees ℓ − 1 and ℓ + 1. From this it follows that for p ∈ P L we have q ∈ P L+1 . Let x 0 ∈ S d be a point at which |q| attains its maximum value q ∞ . By definition of the mesh norm h X N and the assumption on h X N in the theorem, there exists x i ∈ X N such that
Now let Q be the restriction of q to the great circle through x i and x 0 , parametrised by arc length, and let Q ′ denote its derivative. Since Q is a trigonometric polynomial of degree ≤ L + 1, it follows from the Bernstein inequality ( [4] ,Theorem 5.
and in consequence
Thus we have a contradiction, and the theorem is proved.
Theorem 6
The mean value of A L,N , defined by (7), has the valuē
PROOF. On separating the diagonal and off-diagonal terms of the double sum in (3), we obtain
thus from (7) we havē
From (5) and (6) we have
Also, from (4) we have
Putting these together, we arrive at
A numerical example
In this section we present preliminary calculations inspired by the theoretical results in earlier sections. The first question, which we address in two different ways in Subsection 4.1, is that of the efficient computation of the quantity A L,N (X N ).
The numerical approach we then follow in the search for spherical designs, for a specified value of L and for a given number of points N and a given starting set y 1 , . . . , y N ⊂ S d , is as follows. We seek by optimisation methods to reduce the value of the objective function A L,N , until we achieve a local minimum of that quantity; and then to repeat the calculation from another starting point in the hope of finding a still smaller value of A L,N ; and so on. The motivation is that if A L,N (X N ) eventually reaches the value 0 for some set X N ⊂ S d then we know (from Theorem 3.1) that we have reached a global minimum, and that X N is truly a spherical L-design.
We defer to a future paper the detailed description of the algorithm, but we comment immediately that it is impossible to tell numerically if a value of A L,N that is small enough to be comparable to machine rounding error truly represents a (nearby) spherical design, or whether on the other hand it is merely a local minimum of A L,N (of which there is always a copious supply). A second practical difficulty is that there is no general local test that will guarantee that a local minimum is a global minimum. Thus a purely numerical test can never assert definitively that there exists a spherical design close to a set that appears to pass the numerical test of A L,N being approximately zero.
Subject always to that reservation, we present in Subsection 4.2 numerical results of the spherical design search for the case d = 2 and L = 19. The particular value of L was chosen because in this case we were able to produce an apparent spherical design with a smaller number of points (namely 201) than the best (apparent) spherical design found by Hardin and Sloane in [8] (for which the number of points is N = 204).
At this point it is useful to summarise what is known about the number of points N needed for a spherical L-design when d = 2. The Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel [6] lower bound (2) for the case d = 2 becomes
This bound is only achievable when L ≤ 5 and L = 7 because of the famous theorem [2, 3] on the non-existence of "tight" spherical designs. For the case L = 19 this lower bound is N 0 = 110.
A seemingly more realistic estimate of the likely number of points needed for a spherical L-design when L is large comes from a comparison of the number of degrees of freedom to the number of (nonlinear) equations that the points of a spherical L-design must satisfy. To make this count, note first that the quantity A L,N is rotationally invariant, since it depends only on the angles between the points. For the 2-sphere, this rotational invariance can be used to "normalize" the point set by putting the first point at the north pole and the second point on the prime meridian, as in [10] . This effectively means there are 2N − 3 degrees of freedom in choosing the points on S 2 . The characterisation
2 − 1 nonlinear equations to be satisfied. Thus one might expect to be able to find a solution when
This is roughly twice the above Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel lower bound. For L = 19 the indicative lower bound found by this argument is N 1 = 201. We emphasise that there is no proof that spherical designs with fewer points do not exist, or that spherical designs with N 1 points or more do exist.
Evaluating
where the rows are labelled by ℓ, k and the columns by j. Note that a row for the degree ℓ = 0 is not included. Also let the N by N matrix Φ be defined by
Again note that the definition of φ L in (4) does not include the ℓ = 0 term. Then equation (4) gives
By Proposition 2 a spherical design is characterised by the
where e ∈ R N is the vector in which every entry is 1. Thus
The first and third expressions for A L,N suggest two different ways of evaluating A L,N . In the first we may use
and derive a three-term recurrence for φ L from the three-term recurrence relation for the Legendre polynomials. The second alternative is to use the real spherical harmonics and form the sum of squares of the residual r = Ye. Using the stable three-term recurrence for φ L (z) was found to result in significant cancellation between the off-diagonal elements of Φ, sometimes producing the embarrassment of negative values for A L,N . The sum of squares of the residual avoids the problem of negative values, and so is the preferred method for our calculations for modest L. In Figure 1 we show the minimum value of A L,N achieved for each value of N. We observe that the achieved minimum value dives steeply at N = 200, and that for N ≥ N 1 (19) = 201 the value is about at the level corresponding to rounding error in r for double precision arithmetic. Thus with the caveat given earlier, it appears that for each value of N ≥ 201 we are able to use the variational characterisation of this paper to find spherical 19-designs.
In passing, we remark that the characterisation of spherical designs discussed in this paper has also been used to calculate apparent spherical L-designs on S 2 with N 1 (L) points for all degrees L = 1, . . . , 90. These results, together with more details of the computations, will be reported in a future paper. Figure 2 shows the computed mesh norm for the point sets corresponding to the data in Figure 1 . It is noticeable that the values of the mesh norm are significantly reduced for N ≥ 126 compared with the smaller values of N: in simple terms, for values of N up to 125 the best (local) minimisers contain "holes" of significant size, whereas for the larger values of N the large holes are absent. We do not have any explanation for that observation. On the other hand it is also noticeable that for all values of N the computed values of the mesh norm are very much larger than 1/(L + 1) = 0.05. Thus Theorem 3.3 does not have any operational effect within the studied range of values of N.
Finally, we note that whereas in [5] the authors were able to use interval-based methods for proving the existence of a nearby exact spherical design, it is not easy to employ such methods here. Those arguments depend critically on being able to choose a well conditioned sub-matrix of the Jacobian of the system of nonlinear equations r = 0. For d = 2, if as in [5] we take N = (L + 1) 2 then the extra degrees of freedom can be used to achieve this, for example by starting from the extremal fundamental systems of [10] . But for L = 19 setting N = (L + 1) 2 requires 400 points, which is much larger than the values of N considered here.
